
IAI国际设计节
IAI INTERNATIONAL DESIGN FESTIVAL

2022-IAI INTERNATIONAL DESIGN FESTIVAL POSTPONED STATEMENT

Dear IAI Winners:

Given the grim and complex situation in China, the epidemic continues to occur in 
most provinces with a wide range of transmission and multiple transmission chains, 
and the number of newly infected people continues to increase, making prevention 
and control increasingly difficult.In order to match up the requirements of the govern-
ment for epidemic prevention and control, effectively protect the health and public 
health safety of the participants; Ensure the good effect of IAI International Design 
Festival awards, exhibitions, forums and other design activities. The "IAI International 
Design Festival" scheduled to be held in Xiamen from December 16 to 18, 2022 in 
Xiamen will be postponed .

In addition, if you wish to receive an IAI trophy, medal or certificate in advance so that 
you can share your achievements, IAI will send you an IAI trophy, medal, certificate 
and IAI commemorative badge. You will be invited to attend the award ceremony after 
the time is finalized.

If the delay will bring you a lot of inconvenience，the organizing committee is deeply 
sorry.The Organizing committee will closely monitor the situation of the epidemic,and 
hold the event at another time depending on the relevant prevention and control poli-
cies and requirements of the government.The specific time after the postponement will 
be notified later, please pay attention to it.
Thank you again for your strong support, understanding and trust!IAI organizing com-
mittee will adhere to the concept of sustainable design service, actively do a good job 
in the preparation and service work of the Design Festival, if there is the latest adjust-
ment and change, we will keep in touch with you in the first time.
Finally, it is recommended that you adjust your personal work and travel plan as well 
as the prevention of the epidemic in a timely manner to maintain the best physical and 
mental state，looking forward to see you at IAI International Design Festival soon!

If you confirm that you need to send the certificate, award and commemorative badge 
in advance, please send it by email and provide accurate mailing and receiving infor-
mation, so that the IAI Organizing Committee can arrange delivery for you.
IAI Organizing Committee Email: iai-award@iai-ap.org

We hereby inform you that.

IAI International Design Festival Organizing Committee
November 24, 2022


